
“IF THEY DO NOT FULFILL WHAT THEY HAVE

PROMISED, I WILL ACCUSE THEM”: LOCATING

INDIGENOUS WOMEN AND THEIR INFLUENCE IN

THE CALIFORNIA MISSIONS
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In Indigenous California, women often held important roles of political and
spiritual leadership. Spanish Franciscan colonialism imposed a patriarchal
framework through the California missions. Through a close look of the lives
of two Indigenous women who lived at Mission Santa Cruz, this article
examines how Native women maintained power and influence within the mis-
sion communities. The stories of these two women, Yaquenonsat and Yu~nan,
intersect with difficult issues of rape and sexual violence, infanticide, sterility,
abortion, and the impact of sexually transmitted disease. And yet, the article
focuses on resistance and expressions of power—the two women played key
roles in organizing and planning the assassination of the abusive Padre
Quintana in 1812. This article proposes new methodological approaches to
the chancery archives to trace the lives of these women and suggests new
ways of analyzing stories of individuals and families within the missions to
find the subtle ways of resistance and rebellion by Indigenous men and
women.

Women are virtually absent from historical
studies and analyses of the California missions. This absence, which signifies the first
point of these women’s misrepresentation, is obscured by the misconceptions and
assumptions of historians and the producers of archival documents. Within Indigenous
Californian communities, women held positions of political, social, and spiritual
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power, at times playing key roles in Indigenous rebellions.1 That power followed them
into the missions and was known by Indigenous communities, who continue to recog-
nize the importance of female leadership today.2 In order to understand these systems
of authority it is crucial to understand Native history and to listen to the knowledge
and insights of contemporary Indigenous people and communities. In my historical re-
search, I have developed a method for tracing tribes, kinship networks, individuals,
and families, which has enabled me to identify the nuanced history of Indigenous
women within the missions.3 This approach, combined with a methodology built from
listening to the insights and perspectives of contemporary Indigenous peoples, enables
me to write a different kind of story about Indigenous communities within the
California missions, exemplified in the story of the assassination of Padre Quintana.

The California missions have been remembered as quietly masculinized places,
with women’s lives and contributions often hidden from historical study.4 Each
California mission has its own particular history, shaped by the Indigenous tribes,

1 The most famous example is that of Tongva leader Toypurina, who led a rebellion at Mission
San Gabriel in 1785. Stephen W. Hackel, “Sources of Rebellion: Indian Testimony and the Mission
San Gabriel Uprising of 1785,” Ethnohistory 50, no. 4 (2003): 643–69. Less famous is the case of
B�arbara Gandiaga, the Indigenous woman at Mission Santo Tom�as in Baja California, who was
accused of orchestrating the murder of two missionaries. Her story is examined in B�arbara O. Reyes,
Private Women, Public Lives: Gender and the Missions of the Californias (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 2009). Additionally, within Coast Miwok society existed the maien, a women’s secret society
who held more power than the men. See Isabel Truesdell Kelly et al., Interviews with Tom Smith and
Maria Copa: Isabel Kelly’s Ethnographic Notes on the Coast Miwok Indians of Marin and Southern Sonoma
Counties, California, ed. Mary E.T. Collier and Sylvia Barker Thalman (San Rafael, CA: Miwok
Archaeological Preserve of Marin, 1991), xvii, 479–81.

2 Examples today include (but are not limited to) Chairwoman Louise J. Miranda of the
Ohlone–Costanoan Esselen Nation, Chairwoman Rosemary Cambra of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe,
Corrina Gould (Choche~no and Karkin Ohlone), and Ann Marie Sayers and her daughter Kanyon
(Mutsun). The late Maria Ascenci�on Sol�orsano of the Amah Mutsun Tribal Band also exemplified
this common pattern of female leadership.

3 Research for this article involved constructing a database of tens of thousands of entries from
the mission chancery records, including baptismal, burial, marriage, godparentage, marriage-witness,
and confirmation data. I then interconnected patterns with archival documents and oral histories.
Copies of all the original books with these records from all the missions are held at the Santa Barbara
Mission Library, while original copies of many of the books that I have used from the Northern
Californian missions are held at the Monterey Archdiocese Archives. In addition, much of this
information can now be accessed online through the Early California Population Project, http://www.
huntington.org/information/ECPPmain.htm. A few other studies have similarly identified patterns in
the chancery data. See James A. Sandos and Patricia B. Sandos, “Early California Reconsidered:
Mexicans, Anglos, and Indians at Mission San Jos�e,” Pacific Historical Review 83, no. 4 (November
2014): 592–625; Quincy D. Newell, Constructing Lives at Mission San Francisco: Native Californians and
Hispanic Colonists, 1776–1821 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2009).

4 Chelsea K. Vaughn, “Locating Absence: The Forgotten Presence of Monjer�ıos in Alta
California Missions,” Southern California Quarterly 93, no. 2 (July 2011): 141–74. The absence of
marginalized women in the archives is explored in depth in Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past:
Power and the Production of History (Boston: Beacon Press, 2015).
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families, and individuals who built and maintained it; and recent studies of the

California missions have shed light on this central role played by Indigenous commu-

nities and leaders.5 Other studies have offered answers to the questions of why and

how Indigenous people relocated to the missions themselves and how their lives

changed within the missions.6 My research is building on these important studies, add-

ing new dimensions by locating individual stories that help us to understand examples

of resistance, ingenuity, and persistence. Knowing of the existence of stories like the

ones discussed here, we can expect that there are other stories like these within the

missions, because the missions are filled with stories of struggles for survival, waiting to

be illuminated with careful research.
California missions were places of great loss, disease, and death for Indigenous

people.7 While Spanish missionaries changed the names of people at the time of bap-

tism, in this article I choose to prioritize Indigenous names, placing baptismal names

in parenthesis, for the purposes of decolonizing the records and honoring the true

names of people. The questions about why Native peoples entered the missions, given

this devastating impact, are answered by a complicated mix of environmental, social,

political, and psychological disruptions that resulted in circumstances leading to few

options other than relocation to the missions. Spanish agricultural fields and livestock

necessitated a reorganization of local resources, challenging and disrupting traditional

ecological knowledge and practices and leading some tribal people to enter the mis-

sions out of starvation. The large numbers of people entering the missions disrupted

pre-existing trade and social networks, rendering traditional economic and social soci-

ety difficult. The loss of important leaders and tribal members undermined political

powers of those who chose to remain outside of the missions, prompting many families

to enter in the hopes of retaining power and influence. The introduction of new dis-

eases with unknown causes and cures disrupted the influence of spiritual leaders and

traditional medicine people and brought some people into the missions to explore the

5 Lisbeth Haas, Saints and Citizens: Indigenous Histories of Colonial Missions and Mexican
California (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014); Stephen W. Hackel, Children of Coyote,
Missionaries of Saint Francis: Indian-Spanish Relations in Colonial California, 1769–1850 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2005); James A. Sandos, Converting California: Indians and
Franciscans in the Missions (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004); Robert H. Jackson and Edward
D. Castillo, Indians, Franciscans, and Spanish Colonization: The Impact of the Mission System on
California Indians (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995).

6 Randall Milliken, A Time of Little Choice: The Disintegration of Tribal Culture in the San
Francisco Bay Area, 1769–1810 (Menlo Park, CA: Ballena Press, 1995); Newell, Constructing Lives at
Mission San Francisco; Stephen W. Hackel, ed., Alta California: Peoples in Motion, Identities in
Formation (Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 2010).

7 Jackson, “Disease and Demographic Patterns at Santa Cruz Mission, Alta California,” Journal
of California and Great Basin Anthropology 5, no. 1–2 (1983); Robert F. Heizer, The Destruction of
California Indians (1974; repr., Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1993); Jeanette H. Costo and
Rupert Costo, ed., The Missions of California: A Legacy of Genocide (San Francisco: Indian Historian
Press, 1987).
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spiritual offerings of the Catholics. In short, this time was one of difficult decisions in

the midst of tremendous loss and disruption.
Prior to Spanish colonial settlement and occupation, the tribes of the San

Francisco Bay Area included about fifty autonomous polities bound together through

economic, social, political, and spiritual interrelations; today, they are known collec-

tively as the Ohlone (see Map 1).8 Ohlone territories shared boundaries with the

Yokuts on the east and the Miwok on the north. Linguistically, the Ohlone were di-

vided by eight different dialects, with the people of the Santa Cruz Mountains speak-

ing the Awaswas dialect. These roughly seven or eight mountain tribes, who would

make up the majority of inhabitants of Mission Santa Cruz, rotated seasonally from

the dense redwoods to the coastal terraces and had access to an abundance of resour-

ces, much of which was the product of complex wilderness management techniques

developed over thousands of years.9 Although they spoke the Awaswas language, these

mountain tribes were interconnected with their neighbors through shared symbols and

rituals, as well as monetary, trade, and complex kinship relationships. This shared cul-

tural world connected with a larger Indigenous California, where patterns of trade and

communication characterized linguistically diverse societies that shared a variety of

resources and practices, spiritual and physical, tracing back over thousands of years.
On the verge of extinction as a result of the devastating impact of the Spanish

missions, and in the face of drastic loss, leaders like the ones discussed in this article

stepped forward to fight back. It is in the context of these devastating times that stories

of resistance such as the assassination of Quintana show the impressive power and in-

genuity of those involved. Indigenous people at the missions found ways to resist and

challenge abusive authorities, but it was only in rare instances when circumstances

called for outright assassination. An interview with Mission Santa Cruz survivor

Lorenzo Asisara in the late 1870s offers a rare glimpse into the Indigenous perspective

on the assassination of Quintana.10 This extraordinary story reveals ways in which

8 The name Ohlone has two possible sources. One possibility is that the name is taken from the
coastal tribe living just north of the Quiroste, between modern San Francisco and Half Moon Bay,
whose name was written by the Spanish as Oljon. The other possibility is that the name is a variant of
the Sierra Miwok word indicating the direction west—O’lo’no wit. The name Ohlone has come to be
used by many contemporary Indigenous communities, including the Amah Mutsun Tribal Band of
Ohlone Indians, the Muwekma Ohlone, and the Costanoan Rumsen Ohlone Tribe. The history of
this naming has been explored in depth in Randall Milliken, Laurence H. Shoup, and Beverly R.
Ortiz, Ohlone/Costanoan Indians of the San Francisco Peninsula and Their Neighbors, Yesterday and Today
(Oakland: Archaeological and Historical Consultants, 2009), 42–3.

9 Kat Anderson, Tending the Wild: Native American Knowledge and the Management of California’s
Natural Resources (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005).

10 Asisara, former Mission Santa Cruz musician and son of one of the assassination conspirators,
was interviewed in 1877 by Thomas Savage. Jos�e Mar�ıa Amador, “Memorias sobre la historia de
California,” BANC MSS C-D 28, 58–113, Bancroft Library (hereafter referred to as BL). These
interviews have been published in translation twice, the first time in two articles by Edward D.
Castillo: “The Assassination of Padre Andr�es Quintana by the Indians of Mission Santa Cruz in 1812:
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structures of authority maintained within the Indigenous community, as well as the
transfer of ideas and strategies between mission communities and those living in the
hinterlands of colonialism.11 Ultimately, this story shows the ways in which
Indigenous power was maintained within the missions and more specifically, how
women were instrumental to implementing this power and influence.12 And while the
two women featured in this article held unique positions and did not represent other

Figure 1. Indigenous territories in greater Monterey Bay area.

The Narrative of Lorenzo Asisara,” California History 68, no. 3 (1989): 116–25; “An Indian Account
of the Decline and Collapse of Mexico’s Hegemony over the Missionized Indians of California,”
American Indian Quarterly 13, no. 4 (Autumn 1989): 391–408. These interviews were also published
in Gregorio Mora-Torres, Californio Voices: The Oral Memoirs of Jos�e Mar�ıa Amador and Lorenzo
Asisara (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2005).

11 Tsim D. Schneider, “Placing Refuge and the Archaeology of Indigenous Hinterlands in
Colonial California,” American Antiquity 80, no. 4 (October 2015): 695–713.

12 This article is in conversation with scholars who have focused on Indigenous women’s
experiences. Rebecca Kugel and Lucy Eldersveld Murphy, ed., Native Women’s History in Eastern
North America before 1900: A Guide to Research and Writing (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2007); Cutcha Risling Baldy, We Are Dancing for You: Native Feminisms and the Revitalization of
Women’s Coming-of-Age Ceremonies (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2018); Juliana Barr,
Peace Came in the Form of a Woman: Indians and Spaniards in the Texas Borderlands (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2007); Deborah A. Miranda, “Extermination of the Joyas:
Gendercide in Spanish California,” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 16, no. 1–2 (2010):
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Indigenous women at Mission Santa Cruz, their stories raise questions about the lives

of everyday women and women’s influence within the mission communities.
It was a Saturday night, October 10, 1812, when a group of more than fifteen

Indigenous men and women gathered in the house of Lacah (Julian) and his wife,

Yaquenonsat (Fausta), to conspire to assassinate the sadistic Padre Andr�es Quintana.13

The Mission Santa Cruz friar, who had a reputation for excessive corporal punishment,

had recently beaten two young men nearly to death with his custom-made “whip of

iron” with “wire straws.”14 The group gathered at the behest of Yachacxi (Donato),

one of the two young men who had been beaten.15 Yaquenonsat, the woman who

hosted the group, proposed the plan that they would eventually use to kill Quintana.

Her husband, Lacah, was the mission gardener, and their house sat in the middle of

the mission plaza. Yaquenonsat planned to ask Quintana to administer last rites to her

husband, who had recently fallen ill. A small group of young men would then ambush

the priest on his way to the house. According to one oral source, Yaquenonsat sum-

moned Quintana, but the young men failed to carry out their end of the plan.

Yaquenonsat again asked Quintana to come administer last rites to Lacah, and a sec-

ond time the young men failed to execute the plan.16

It was at this point that Yaquenonsat threatened the young men, telling them

that “if they do not fulfill what they have promised, I will accuse them.”17 On the third

try, the men assassinated Padre Quintana, and the Indigenous community celebrated

by releasing the unmarried men and women from their locked dormitories for the eve-

ning. Despite the public celebration, the community managed initially to keep the as-

sassination a secret from the Franciscan and Spanish authorities, instead making it

appear to have been a death by natural causes.
Yaquenonsat played a central role in suggesting the plan, summoning the abusive

padre and ultimately ensuring his execution without doing the actual killing herself.

Examining two case studies at Mission Santa Cruz, this article explores female leader-

ship and presence within California mission Indigenous communities. I will look at

253–84; and Antonia I. Castaneda, “Engendering the History of Alta California, 1769–1848: Gender,
Sexuality, and the Family,” California History 76, no. 2–3 (July 1997): 230–59.

13 Lacah’s (Julian’s) baptism is recorded in Santa Cruz Baptismal # (hereafter referred to as
SCZB #) 141. Yaquenonsat (Fausta), SCZB# 1318.

14 Colonial Governor Pablo Vicente de Sol�a, February 1816, fojas 500–05, exp. 15, Californias
(017), Archivo General de la Naci�on. The recent beatings are mentioned in numerous documents,
including the defense of Quintana by Governor Sol�a, who reports that “a dos fu�e castigo con la
mencionada quarta se vieron a junto de morirse” (the two punished with the said whip were both
dying). Governor Sol�a, 5 April 1816, p. 139, vol. 9, Provincial Records, Bancroft Library (hereafter
referred to as BL); Sol�a, 2 June 1816, 1145, California Mission Documents (hereafter referred to as
CMD), Santa Barbara Mission Archive Library (hereafter referred to as SBMAL).

15 Yachacxi (Donato) was baptized on 12 January 1794, at the age of five. SCZB# 262.

16 Amador, “Memorias sobre la historia de California,” 58–66.

17 Ibid., 63.
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the lives of Yaquenonsat and another woman, Yu~nan (Serafina), the wife of Yachacxi,

the young man who instigated the meeting of conspirators.18 The stories of these two

women demonstrate the ways that women found to subvert patriarchy. Their stories

intersect with themes of sexual violence and rape, the impact of sexually transmitted

diseases, the monjer�ıos (women’s segregated dormitories), fertility and sterility, abor-

tion, child-mortality, and infanticide. The Spanish conquest of California imposed,

among many things, a patriarchal social order, whereby Spanish officials worked to

subvert the power and influence of Indigenous women.
Life for Indigenous women within the missions was one of particular hardship and

challenges.19 Missionaries imposed strict gender divisions, demanding that non-binary

(or two-spirit) peoples identify biologically, corresponding to deep-seated Spanish and

Catholic sexual rules.20 Recent studies, such as that of Charles Sepulveda, have identi-

fied connections between violence toward Native women and violence toward the en-

vironment, arguing that Western understandings of separation between humans and

nature produced the heteropatriarchal system that the Spanish brought to

California.21 Women frequently faced sexual attacks and violence at the hands of the

Spanish military and the padres.22 Other studies have looked at how women, in part

due to their overlooked status within patriarchal systems, played key roles in the shar-

ing of information or planning resistance against colonizers.23

The padres instituted tight social and gendered control through the construction

of the girls’ dormitories, referred to as monjer�ıos.24 The separation of young men and

women reflected a huge departure from life before Spanish arrival.25 These dormitories,

18 Yu~nan (Serafina) was baptized on 7 February 1795. SCZB# 381.

19 Virginia M. Bouvier, Women and the Conquest of California, 1542–1840: Codes of Silence
(2001; repr., Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2004); Miroslava Ch�avez-Garc�ıa, Negotiating
Conquest: Gender and Power in California, 1770s to 1880s (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2004).

20 Miranda (Ohlone–Costanoan Esselen Nation, Chumash) explores the existence of queer or
nonheteronormative identities in local Indigenous societies, finding examples of Spanish imposition
of heteronormative identities in the archival documents. Miranda, “Extermination of the Joyas,” 263–
6.

21 Charles Sepulveda, “Our Sacred Waters: Theorizing Kuuyam as a Decolonial Possibility,”
Decolonization: Indigeneity, Education & Society 7, no. 1 (2018): 40–58.

22 Andrea Smith, Conquest: Sexual Violence and American Indian Genocide (Cambridge, MA:
South End Press, 2005). Studies of plantation slavery similarly grapple with issues of power and sexual
abuse. See Marisa J. Fuentes, Dispossessed Lives: Enslaved Women, Violence, and the Archive
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016); Trouillot, Silencing the Past.

23 Alejandra Dubcovsky, Informed Power: Communication in the Early American South
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2016); Kugel and Murphy, Native Women’s History in Eastern
North America before 1900.

24 The construction of the monjer�ıo at Mission Santa Cruz is reported in Folder 1–2, Box 3,
“Santa Cruz Mission Annual & Biennial Reports, c.1–2 1791–1840,” Starr P. Gurcke Papers, MS 8,
Special Collections and Archives, University Library, University of California, Santa Cruz.

25 Bouvier, Women and the Conquest of California, 82.
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which were locked at night to keep people from leaving, signified a major shift in fam-

ily organization.26 Unmarried women, teenage girls, and widows were held separately

from their families, while married couples were permitted to live in homes surrounding

the mission. The padres ostensibly used these buildings to impose abstinence over

Native women—but the reality is more complex.27 The Ohlone–Costanoan Esselen

writer, Dr. Deborah A. Miranda, related the story told by the Chumash man Fernando

Librado to ethnographer John P. Harrington, in which he tells of padres repeatedly en-

tering the monjer�ıos to select women they wished to rape.28 In addition to these types

of abuses, the monjer�ıos were notorious for their poor upkeep, filth, and lack of proper

sanitation.29 As one visitor commented, they “were so abominably infested with every

kind of filth and nastiness, as to be rendered not less offensive than degrading of the

human species.”30 The padres obsessed about what they viewed as a lack of chastity or

virtue among Native women, complaining that “unchastity is the vice most dominant

among them.” 31

These monjer�ıas allowed male control and oversight over women. The padres at

Mission Santa Cruz recognized certain men with the designation of alcalde de mujeres

(mayor of the women), suggesting that these designees held the keys to the monjer�ıas

or otherwise supervised the women. No other mission recorded these gendered

designations.32 Interestingly, of the three men who are recorded as having held

this title, two of them are Lacah and Yachacxi, the husbands of Yaquenonsat and

26 Edward S. Harrison, History of Santa Cruz County, California (San Francisco: Pacific Press
Publishing, 1892), 46.

27 Barbara L. Voss, “Domesticating Imperialism: Sexual Politics and the Archaeology of
Empire,” American Anthropologist 110, no. 2 (2008): 196.

28 Debora A. Miranda, Bad Indians: A Tribal Memoir (Berkeley, CA: Heyday, 2013), 23–4. It is
worth noting that Librado was born in 1839, about the time of Secularization when the missions
closed, so he did not live in the mission. Therefore his story is second hand, likely shared by his family
and others who did live in missions. John Johnson, “The Trail to Fernando,” The Journal of California
and Great Basin Anthropology 4 (Summer 1982): 132–8.

29 Albert L. Hurtado, Intimate Frontiers: Sex, Gender, and Culture in Old California
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999), 12.

30 This quote comes from English captain George Vancouver, who visited Mission Dolores and
Mission Santa Clara in 1792. A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean, and Round the World: In
Which the Coast of North-West America has been Carefully Examined and Accurately Surveyed. . .

Performed in the Years 1790–1795 in the Discovery Sloop of War and Armed Tender Chatham, under the
Command of Captain George Vancouver, vol. 2 (London: GG and J. Robinson, 1801), 13.

31 This was the answer to question 24 about vices, from padres at Mission Santa Cruz. Maynard
J. and Clement W. Meighan, As the Padres Saw Them: California Indian Life and Customs as Reported by
the Franciscan Missionaries, 1813–1815 (Santa Barbara: Santa Barbara Mission Archive Library, 1976),
106.

32 Father Lasu�en claimed that “only in very few of the missions unmarried men are kept under
lock at night.” Mission Santa Cruz was one of these. Friar Ferm�ın de Lasu�en, 19 June 1801, 510,
CMD, SBMAL.
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Yu~nan.33 These two women were connected in multiple ways, as they were both listed
as monjas (nuns) in the baptismal records, the only two designated in this way.34 This
designation could suggest that the two women held special status but does not seem to
suggest that they were in charge of the monjer�ıas, as only men are recorded with this
title. The meaning of this special designation will become clearer through examina-
tion of the lives of these two women. We will begin by looking at the life of
Yaquenonsat.

Yaquenonsat was arguably the central person in the plotting and implementation
of the assassination—and ultimately the assassination itself—of Padre Quintana. She
was the one who summoned Quintana under the guise of administering last rites to her
husband. She was key to ensuring the success of the plan: As Asisara’s account
explains, Yaquenonsat’s threat to reveal the plot was instrumental in forcing the con-
spirators to follow through with the assassination. But who was this woman, and what
was her story?

Yaquenonsat was born sometime in the 1770s, around the time of initial Spanish
occupation of the Bay Area, in Sumus territory around modern-day Henry W. Coe
State Park. Her tribal lands were situated on the borderlands of Mutsun-speaking
Ohlone territories and Yokuts lands farther inland in the San Joaquin Valley (see Map
1). She grew up in a world of great change, likely witnessing the increasing Spanish
and Franciscan encroachment on Indigenous territories, while at the same time living
on the peripheries or hinterlands of the occupying settlements.

Indigenous communities communicated throughout these hinterlands, beyond
the colonial sphere of impact.35 An example of this is seen in the way that
Yaquenonsat imported a strategy for dealing with abusive padres in her plan for
Quintana. In January 1805, an incident took place forty to fifty miles north of Sumus
territory that surely made an impact on Yaquenonsat. Padre Pedro de la Cueva, re-
cently arrived at Mission San Jos�e from Mexico City, was summoned to an Asirin vil-
lage to administer last rites to a few sick, fugitive, baptized Indigenous people and hear
their confessions, presumably to prepare them for death according to Catholic

33 The third man holding this title is Saguexi (Pedro Antonio, SCZB# 220). This is noted in
the margin notes of Santa Cruz Marriage Records (hereafter referred to as SCZM#) 471, 472, and 274.
The notation of Lacah as such is noted in San Francisco Archdiocese #120. Yachacxi’s notations are
found in the notes in SCZM#s 524–31.

34 Yaquenonsat is recorded as monja in SCZB# 1562, Yu~nan in SCZB# 1567, both in 1811.
Newell identified examples of women at Mission Dolores identified as monjas in their burial records,
for which he concludes that they held special status within Catholicism. Newell, Constructing Lives at
Mission San Francisco, 155—60. The cases discussed here are found in baptismal records, and indicate
a different significance, as I will argue.

35 Schneider and Lee M. Panich, “Landscapes of Refuge and Resiliency: Native Californian
Persistence at Tomales Bay, California, 1770s–1870s,” Ethnohistory 66, no. 1 (January 2019): 21–47;
Schneider, “Placing Refuge and the Archaeology of Indigenous Hinterlands.” These archaeologists
explore the significance of the hinterlands and peripheries of Spanish colonial settlement.
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tradition. Accompanied by two soldiers and a small group of Indigenous guides, de la
Cueva and his party encountered dense fog. Either due to the fog or misdirection by
one of the guides (as de la Cueva later claimed), the party walked into an ambush by a
hostile Luecha village (see Map 1). The attackers killed three Indigenous guides and
one of the soldiers, the mayordomo of Mission San Jos�e, Ygnacio Higuera. Padre de la
Cueva was shot in the eye with an arrow during the encounter, though he survived.36

This ambush marked the first time tribal people killed a Spaniard in the San Francisco
Bay Area, as well as the first wounding of a Franciscan padre.37

While it is not possible to know if this attack was premeditated, Padre de la
Cueva was known for his cruelty. De la Cueva, who spent less than two years total in
Alta California, had a reputation for heavy drinking and violence. On several occa-
sions he pulled a dagger on his companions during his trip into Alta California.38 After
his return to Mexico City in 1806, he reportedly so frightened the other friars by his
acts of violence that they locked themselves in their rooms to keep safe. Franciscan
historians have claimed that local Natives lured de la Cueva into the ambush, that
their request to perform last rites for a dying Indian was a ruse by one of the guides.39

The details of this incident would have certainly made their way down to Sumus terri-
tory, and the tactics would have been fresh in Yaquenonsat’s memory during the plot-
ting in 1812.

The similarities between de la Cueva and Quintana extended beyond their shared
propensity for cruelty. The ambush of de la Cueva and the plot to assassinate
Quintana both revolved around the imposition of Catholic funerary rituals. The
Ohlone had their own longstanding, complex funereal and mortuary practices, tradi-
tions that helped to reinforce kinship and community relations. Tribes were divided
between bear and deer moieties. Moiety affiliations had to do with reciprocity in burial
and mourning rituals, a ritual of social cohesion that helped foster interconnectivity.
This reciprocity involved the obligation of each moiety to bury the deceased of the
other group.40 Considering the atrocious frequency of death among the Indigenous
community at the missions, funereal and mourning rituals would have certainly

36 Milliken, A Time of Little Choice, 185–91. The accounts of this event are found in a series of
seven letters, 29–43, Bancroft MSS C-A 12, Provincial State Papers, BL.

37 Argüello to Arrillaga, 28 February 1805, 39–40, Bancroft MSS C-A 12, Provincial State
Papers, BL. Eighteen Spanish soldiers and fifteen townspeople, under the direction of Sergeant Lu�ıs
Peralta, retaliated and attacked the Luecha village, killing eleven and capturing four men and twenty-
five women and children.

38 Maynard J. Geiger and Ward Ritchie, Franciscan Missionaries in Hispanic California, 1769–
1848: A Biographical Dictionary (San Marino, CA: Huntington Library Publication, 1969), 58–9.

39 Ibid., 58.

40 Barbara Lee Jones, “Mythic Implications of Faunal Assemblages from Three Ohlone Sites”
(master’s thesis, San Francisco State University, 2010), 50–3.
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continued to play a crucial role in building community among survivors.41 It appears

that these tribes utilized Franciscan insistence on imposing their funereal traditions to

gain tactical advantage while also protesting this cultural imposition.
Yaquenonsat arrived at Mission Santa Cruz in early 1807, part of a large group of

nearly fifty Sumus and Tomoi from the Mutsun-speaking Ohlone tribes. Yaquenonsat

was the oldest female Sumus in this group of baptisms, identified as thirty-eight years

old. Tribal standing and hierarchies were frequently reflected in the baptismal order-

ing, and the fact that Yaquenonsat was the fifth member of this large group, listed di-

rectly after the family of the chief and before the rest of the men and women, which

was atypical, suggests she enjoyed elevated status. Her special status may indicate her

role as spiritual or political leader of the tribe, or perhaps it reflects that she was a for-

mer wife of the chief. The lone baptismal record where Yaquenonsat served as a

madrina (godmother) lists her status as a monja, which suggests an elevated spiritual

standing.42

Eight months after her arrival, Yaquenonsat married Lacah, a former alcalde and

the mission gardener.43 Yaquenonsat’s quick marriage to an established political leader

suggests that this was a political pairing, likely building new kinship connections be-

tween her Sumus and Lacah’s Chaloctaca, a local tribe who maintained some standing

within the mission. As mission gardener, Lacah had a house that sat in the middle of

the mission plaza, near the padres. Perhaps Yaquenonsat strategically married Lacah,

knowing that doing so would allow her to keep an eye on Quintana.
Within two years of her arrival, Yaquenonsat led a small group of five women fugi-

tives out of the mission, though records show that she returned to the mission shortly

thereafter.44 As a Sumus woman from the eastern hills over the Santa Cruz

Mountains, she was the only identified Quintana-assassination-conspirator not from

41 This theme is explored in depth in John Dietler, Heather Gibson, and Benjamin Vargas, “‘A
Mourning Dirge Was Sung’: Community and Remembrance at Mission San Gabriel,” in Forging
Communities in Colonial Alta California: The Archaeology of Indigenous-Colonial Interactions in the
Americas, ed. Kathleen L. Hull and John G. Douglass (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2018),
62–88. See also Kathleen L. Hull, John G. Douglass, and Andrew L. York, “Recognizing Ritual
Action and Intent in Communal Mourning Features on the Southern California Coast,” American
Antiquity 78, no. 1 (2013): 24–47.

42 In 1810, on SCZB# 1562, the padres list a “Fatita” whose occupation is listed as monja. As
there is no Fatita listed in any California baptism records, no other similar names, and only one
“Fausta” at Mission Santa Cruz, this record is certainly a reference to Yaquenonsat.

43 SCZM# 443, on October 18, 1807. The role of these alcaldes is explored by Hackel, “The
Staff of Leadership: Indian Authority in the Missions of Alta California,” The William and Mary
Quarterly 54, no. 2 (April 1997): 347–76.

44 Friar Estevan Tapis and Friar Andr�es Quintana to Jos�e Joaqu�ın de Arrillaga, 22 May 1809,
CMD 801b, SBMAL. This document lists forty fugitives, with men and women listed separately.
Yaquenonsat is listed first among the women. Of the forty, twenty-eight were Tomoi or Sumus. Of the
five women, two did not return, as their deaths were reported from afield in 1815 and 1816, in
SCZD#s 1167 and 1030.
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the lands within the immediate vicinity of the mission (see Map 1). Although Spanish

legal records only mention men in the plot and subsequent arrests, Asisara’s account

recalls the participation of women, although he participated in their erasure by consis-

tently referring to Yaquenonsat only as “the wife of Julian [Lacah].”45

Yaquenonsat’s note about being a monja seems to suggest that she held spiritual

standing within her community, although not as a Catholic. A clue to understanding

the nature of Yaquenonsat’s power might be found in the group of fugitives with whom

she was listed in 1809. Among the group was a young boy named Siboo (Canuto), a

child from a family connected with Yaquenonsat’s tribe.46 Although his father

remained at the mission, the boy and his mother joined Yaquenonsat’s group of fugi-

tive women. In an interview with ethnographer John P. Harrington in the early 1930s,

Maria Ascenci�on Sol�orsano, a member of the Amah Mutsun and last fluent Mutsun

speaker, spoke of this same Siboo.47 Sol�orsano had known Siboo in her childhood and

mentioned that he lived in Watsonville by the 1870s. Siboo, as Sol�orsano related, had

bear medicine: he would turn into a bear to scare away cowboys. She told Harrington,

“Santa Cruz was where there were more of these bear doctors, that there were many of

them there.”48 Siboo, who was raised at Mission Santa Cruz since early childhood,

with the exception of his time spent as a fugitive, would have learned his powers from

people at the mission. Could it have been Yaquenonsat who taught him? Sol�orsano

also explained that “women also used to turn bear, and they were worse ones than the

men.”49 It is possible that it was Yaquenonsat who taught children like Siboo impor-

tant spiritual practices such as bear medicine, which would explain his presence in the

group.
Yaquenonsat’s story is that of a woman holding special status who retained influ-

ence within the mission community, another example of a woman of standing is found

with Yu~nan (Serafina). While Yaquenonsat entered the mission already holding spe-

cial status, Yu~nan’s story illustrates ways that women could find pathways to power

and influence. And yet, these two stories still reflect that of women who ultimately

power within the missions, reflected in their robust presence in the Spanish

45 Amador, “Memorias sobre la historia de California,” 60. This erasure is similar to the erasure
of African women from slave revolts. Rebecca Hall, “Not Killing Me Softly: African American
Women, Slave Revolts, and Historical Constructions of Racialized Gender,” Freedom Center Journal 1
(2008): 1–44.

46 SCZB# 1262. Siboo (Canuto) received baptism on 15 March 1806, as a five-year-old boy.

47 She referred to him as Canuto from Mission Santa Cruz, while corroborating data including
his family members show that it is indeed the same person. John P. Harrington, “San Juan Report,” p.
34, microfilm, reel 59, John Peabody Harrington Papers, Northern and Central
California: Costanoan, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution.

48 John P. Harrington, “San Juan Report,” p. 34, microfilm, reel 59, John Peabody Harrington
Papers, Northern and Central California: Costanoan, National Anthropological Archives,
Smithsonian Institution.

49 Ibid., p. 64, reel no. 59.
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documents. Their stories prompt further questions about how the many women with-

out the same elevated standing found ways to play important roles within the
Indigenous communities that formed at the missions. Yu~nan was connected to

Yaquenonsat through their mutual involvement in the Quintana assassination. Yu~nan

was the wife of Yachacxi, the young man who had nearly been beaten to death by

Quintana and subsequently initiated the gathering of conspirators. It is likely that

Yu~nan was at the meeting, and it is to Yu~nan’s story that we now turn.

Yu~nan was baptized at Mission Santa Cruz on February 7, 1795, a mere four years

after its establishment, as a six-year-old girl from the village of Cajastaca, just southeast

of the mission (see Map 1). She received baptism alongside three other children from

her village that day, as it was common in the early days at Mission Santa Cruz for the
padres to target baptizing the children first, hoping that their parents would eventually

follow. Unlike Yaquenonsat, who had lived most of her adult life before baptism,

Yu~nan spent most of her life in the mission environment. Something about young

Yu~nan must have stood out even at an early age, as she appears at the top of the list of

young women receiving confirmation.50

At the time of her baptism and relocation to Mission Santa Cruz, Yu~nan had a

brother who was four years older named Pall�oc (Ponciano). Pall�oc appears to have

continued living with their parents for another two years before he and a newborn

brother, Ej�ois (Vicente), received baptism in November of 1797.51 Their parents must
have decided to relocate the family into the mission around this time, possibly because

they were expecting another child. The one-month-old Conrrado received baptism on

March 11, 1798.52 About seven months later, Yu~nan’s older brother, Pall�oc, died.53

And yet, it would be more than another year before her parents, Racunte

(Anacleto) and Mir�ete (Anacleta) received their baptisms in July of 1799.54 It is at

this point that the majority of the Cajastaca village shifted to living at Mission Santa

Cruz; only a handful would arrive in later years.55 Racunte and Mir�ete were listed as

the first male and female in their group, which likely indicated that they were tribal

50 The Book of Confirmations for Mission Santa Cruz only covers the years from 1793 to 1795
and is held at the SBMAL. There is a page at the end of the book with additional, undated,
confirmations listed. Yu~nan appears, alongside her baptismal number, 381, at the top of a short list of
eleven girls (parvulas).

51 Pall�oc (Ponciano) was baptized on 19 November 1798, SCZB# 762, as part of a large group of
children from the Cajastaca village, and alongside their six-month-old brother named Ej�ois
(Vicente), SCZB# 765.

52 Conrrado (no native name listed). SCZB# 770

53 SCZD# 762.

54 SCZB#s 870 and 878.

55 These came in two small waves: ten in August 1800 (SCZB#s 933–42) and twelve more
between 1801 and December of 1802 (SCZB#s 958, 975, 984, 985, 991, 997, 1013, 1023, 1025–27,
1029). The last five of these appear to have been elders holding out, included a few in their sixties.
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leaders. They officially married, in a Catholic ceremony, five days after their baptism,

on July 25, 1799. It is possible that the slow relocation of the villagers reflected the in-

creasing difficulty of staying together as a cohesive group outside the mission bound-

aries. As more village children relocated to the mission, more parents followed.

Maintaining traditional practices such as gathering food and keeping ceremony would

have become increasingly difficult. Perhaps the move to the mission was seen as a ne-

cessity for maintaining social, political, or spiritual cohesion? And yet the hard times

continued, despite their relocation.
Yu~nan would eventually marry and have five children, although her story was one

of great loss, typical of many mission families. This period would have been one of in-

credible mourning for Yu~nan and other young mothers.56 Mortality rates of children

born within the missions were terrible, and Yu~nan’s family was no exception. Only 15

percent of those born at Mission Santa Cruz survived to age of fifteen, while over half

died before reaching one year (see Table 1).57These alarming statistics reflect a combi-

nation of terrible conditions, as poor living and work constraints intersected with dis-

eases that became endemic within mission communities. Indeed, many surviving

Indigenous families reported stories of infanticide, as conditions were so deplorable

within the missions that some parents made difficult decisions to abort or kill their chil-

dren rather than subject them to life within the missions.58

Consider these appalling infant mortality rates in conjunction with the missionaries’

responses to the 1813 questionnaire sent around to the missions. In response to a question

about whether Indians loved their wives and children, the missionaries at neighboring

Mission San Juan Bautista complained, “they love their children to excess. . . but they give

them no education whatever. They merely recount to them the fables which they heard

in their pagan state.”59 Taken within the context of the horrific infant mortality rates, we

can only imagine the pain that these parents endured, their “excessive love” standing in

56 The difficulties endured by Indigenous women would have shared characteristics with the
horrendous losses facing African women in slavery, and more work needs to be done to find
similarities between these communities. Sasha Turner, “The Nameless and the Forgotten: Maternal
Grief, Sacred Protection, and the Archive of Slavery,” Slavery & Abolition 38, no. 2 (April 2017):
232–50.

57 Robert H. Jackson conducted a comparative study of infant mortality and life expectancy for
mission populations against that of settler families living in neighboring Presidios and Pueblos. He
concluded that “life expectancy was higher and mortality rates were considerably lower among the
mestizo population.” Robert H. Jackson, “The Dynamic of Indian Demographic Collapse in the San
Francisco Bay Missions, Alta California, 1776–1840,” American Indian Quarterly, 16, no. 2 (Spring
1992): 150.

58 The theory of infanticide or abortion as a practice of protest was first suggested academically
by Robert F. Heizer, “Impact of Colonization on the Native California Societies,” Journal of San Diego
History 24 (Winter 1978): 121–39. Casta~neda relates that the padres at Mission San Gabriel
attributed all miscarriages to infanticide and punished Gabrielino women for their suspected crimes.
See Casta~neda, “Engendering the History of Alta California,” 234.

59 Quoted in Geiger and Meighan, As the Padres Saw Them, 26.
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juxtaposition to the callous report. In response to a question about vices, padres at neigh-
boring missions Santa Cruz, Santa Clara, and San Jos�e all complained about abortion as
one of the most common vices among Native women, with the San Jos�e padres complain-
ing that “the women are addicted to the practice of abortion which is the principal reason
of the small number of births.”60 Whether the infant mortality numbers reflect poor living
conditions, abortion, infanticide, or some combination of all three, there is no denying the
abysmal situation facing parents and families at the missions.

Just over two months after the marriage of Yu~nan’s parents, their young son,
Conrrado, died.61 The death of Conrrado may have prompted the family to leave the
mission—just two months later, their two-and-a-half-year-old son Ej�ois died and was
listed as a fugitive in the burial records at the end of the year.62 Given his young age, it
is most likely that Ej�ois’s parents took him away from the mission. Perhaps they feared
that the same disease and ill health that had befallen Conrrado would take Ej�ois.
Racunte and Mir�ete eventually returned to Mission Santa Cruz, and had another
child, Maria del Pilar, in June of 1802. She died just five months later.63 They had an-
other son, Gonzalo, in early 1804, who lived only nine months.64 Racunte and Mir�ete
both died two years later, in May of 1806.65 Yu~nan was their only surviving child.

Table 1. Age at death of Indigenous children born at Mission Santa Cruz be-
tween 1791 and 1831.

Age at Death of Children Born at the Mission between 1791 and 1831

Age: #: %:

Less than 1 241 51.1%
Between 1 and 5 127 26.9%
Between 5 and 10 15 3.2%
Between 10 and 15 9 1.9%
Adulthood (over 15) 66 14%
Total # of children born at the mission: 472

60 Ibid., 106.

61 SCZD# 770. He would have been less than two years old.

62 SCZD# 431.

63 SCZB# 1017, born on 3 June 1802, baptized three days later. Maria del Pilar died on
November 29, 1802 (SCZD# 579).

64 Gonzalo (SCZB# 1063) received baptism on 13 January 1804, three days after his birth. He
died on 10 August 1804 (SCZD# 650).

65 The couple died within two days of each other (SCZD#s 776 and 777), on 12 and 14 May
1806, respectively. This temporal proximity suggests that they most likely died of disease that had
passed from one to the other.
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Mortality rates for adults were terrible as well, and Yu~nan’s multiple marriages

reflect this harsh reality. She was married first at around age fourteen to

Raymundo, a man from the Aptos tribe, closely related to her own people, in the

summer of 1803.66 Raymundo died in March, less than a year into their union.67

Two months later, Yu~nan married Jose Francisco, another Aptos man.68 Yu~nan

and Jose Francisco had their first child, Pedro Celestino, in May of 1809.69

Unfortunately, the child died the following October.70 Jose Francisco died one

month later.71

Yu~nan’s rapid remarriage might have been connected with pressure from the

padres to have children, as the Franciscans fixated on Indigenous women’s fertility.

The padres’ obsession with fertility surely related to their concerns about demographic

collapse.72 The following account from Asisara shows how some padres at Mission

Santa Cruz emphasized fertility and reproduction, to the point of inflicting psychologi-

cal torture on couples that were struggling with infertility. This story illustrates the

types of physical, sexual, and psychological cruelty used by some padres, who utilized

shame and public humiliation to exert control over the intimate lives of Indigenous

people.
The story involves Padre Ramon Olb�es, who worked at Mission Santa Cruz be-

tween 1818 and 1821 and treated the Indians like livestock, in a way that mirrored an-

imal husbandry practices. A Yokuts couple who had recently arrived at the mission

were unable to bear children. After inquiring as to why they were unable to give birth,

Olb�es interrogated the couple about their sexual activities. Asisara related the

following:

[Olb�es] put them in a room in order to “level” them out, in other

words, to have them perform coitus in his presence. The Indian

[male] refused but he was forced to show his member in order to

make certain that it was functioning properly. Then, the padre took

the woman and put her in a room; the husband was sent to the

guards with a pair of shackles. . . she was asked again, why she did

not give birth like other women. Padre Olb�es asked her whether her

husband slept with her and she answered yes. The Padre reiterated

his question: “why can’t you give birth?” “I do not know,” answered

66 SCZM# 310, 10 July 1803.

67 SCZD# 629.

68 SCZM# 336.

69 SCZB# 1427.

70 SCZD# 1005, 12 October 1810.

71 SCZD# 1010, 15 November 1810.

72 Jackson, “Disease and Demographic Patterns,” 40. See also Albert L. Hurtado, Indian Survival
on the California Frontier (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988).
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the Indian woman. She was made to go to another room in order to

check her private parts. She resisted and grabbed the Padre’s cord.

There was a vigorous, long struggle between the two, who were

alone in the room. She tried to sink her teeth into his arm but only

managed to bite his habit. Padre Olb�es yelled out and the inter-

preter and the alcalde came to his aid. Then, Padre Olb�es ordered

that she be taken, by the arms, outside and that she be given fifty

lashes. . .. Olb�es ordered that a wooden doll be made in the shape of

a newly born baby, and took it to the flogged woman, and ordered

her to take the doll as her child, and that she should carry it for

nine days in the presence of the people. He forced her to present

herself at the door of the Church with the doll as if it were her son

until she completed the nine days.
As a result of these occurrences, the sterile women became highly

alarmed.73

This story shows the dehumanizing methods by which the missionaries sought to con-

trol Indigenous women’s reproductive lives and how they used shame and psychologi-

cal torture to traumatize those unable to bear children.
While married to Jose Francisco, Yu~nan began to serve as madrina, or godmother.

She would continue to play this important role for many in her time at Mission Santa

Cruz. For women, excluded from formal political participation by the friars, the role of

Table 2. Mission Santa Cruz most frequent Indigenous Padrino/Madrina in-
formation. Includes name, baptismal number, number of times serving as god-
parent, and first and last year of entry as godparent. Source: Taken from
Mission Santa Cruz Baptismal Registries accessed through the Huntington
Library Early California Population Project (ECPP).

Padrino/Madrina Name Baptism # Frequency First Year Last Year

Pedro Regalado Sum�ena 790 62 1810 1823
Santiago Menor Gnibita 1213 61 1810 1810
Fabiana Arraez Sam�orim 62 51 1812 1821
Maria Rafaela SD 1315 43 1794 1796
Agustin Moct�o 1480 40 1820 1821
Luciano Mull�oc 530 38 1817 1825
Serafina Yu~nan 381 37 1808 1830

73 Mora-Torres, Californio Voices, 123–5. This story is also related in Casta~neda, “Engendering
the History of Alta California,” 235. Casta~neda relates that padres at Mission San Gabriel used a
similar punishment of wooden dolls for women suspected of infanticide.
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madrina was one of few roles of prominence within the missions.74 Indigenous women
performed just over 35 percent of the godparent roles assigned to Indigenous commu-
nity members between 1794 and 1831. Yu~nan served as a madrina thirty-seven times
over a twenty-two-year span, among the most prolific Indigenous godparents, men and
women, both in frequency and in the span of years (see Table 2).

Yu~nan first served as madrina at the age of eighteen or nineteen.75 Within
Catholic practices, godparents had responsibility for the spiritual upbringing of the
child. For Indigenous community members, however, this role may have held addi-
tional meaning drawing on Indigenous practices, such as establishing kinship between
diverse tribes and families. Out of the thirty-seven times Yu~nan served as madrina,
fourteen were to newborn or very young children, many of whom were siblings. She
also served as madrina for newly arrived adult women, suggesting that she was respon-
sible for helping them adjust to Catholic life at the mission. In 1826 Yu~nan served as
madrina for a group of seventeen Yokuts women from a variety of villages, between
the age of ten and twenty-four.76

It is in one of these baptisms that Yu~nan is noted as a monja.77 This designation
was obviously not in the traditional Catholic sense of the word nun, as she was a mar-
ried mother, so what did it mean for Yu~nan to be listed as a monja? Indigenous women
at the mission clearly performed important roles in healing and childbirth as midwives,
curanderas (healers), and herbalists.78 And yet, Yu~nan was madrina for newly arrived
adults more frequently than for newborn children, which makes the role of midwife
less likely. Her role seemed to be more of advisor, possibly on spiritual or other matters,
helping children and adults to adjust to new expectations and practices within the mis-
sion, while building new kinship relations between certain families and tribal groups.

So what did it mean to be a monja like Yu~nan and Yaquenonsat? Women became
nuns for many reasons. For some women it was an avenue to authority, to knowledge
and power within the church. It did not necessarily mean that they believed in
Catholicism, as we do not know what their beliefs were. With Yaquenonsat, and her
standing with Indigenous spiritual power and possibly Bear Medicine, it seems likely
that Indigenous informants instructed the padres to write “monja” because of her

74 While never explicitly stated, the lack of female alcaldes demonstrates that the role of
alcalde was reserved for Indigenous men only. Hackel, Children of Coyote, 235–58; James A. Sandos,
“Between Crucifix and Land: Indian-White Relations in California, 1769–1848,” in Contested Eden:
California, Before the Gold Rush, ed. Ram�on A. Guti�errez (San Francisco: University of California
Press, 1997), 210–1. Other studies have examined the role of godparentage in kinship relations. See
Robert Michael Morrissey, “Kaskaskia Social Network: Kinship and Assimilation in the French-
Illinois Borderlands, 1695–1735,” William and Mary Quarterly 70, no. 1 (2013): 103–46.

75 Yu~nan first appears as a madrina in September 1808, in SCZB# 1414.

76 SCZB#s 2103–19.

77 SCZB# 1567.

78 Regina Teresa Manocchio, “Tending Communities, Crossing Cultures: Midwives in 19th-
Century California,” Journal of Midwifery & Women’s Health 53, no. 1 (January 2008): 75–81.
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spiritual standing within their community. For Yu~nan this role may have signaled her
facility with Catholicism or it may have signified a broader sense of power and author-
ity within her community. The role of monja had to do with the colonial church and
accessible avenues of authority and power for women.79

In July of 1812, Yu~nan married Yachacxi, a young man from the Achistaca village
in the Santa Cruz Mountains.80 At the time of the marriage, the twenty-three-year-old
Yachacxi served under the auspicious title of Alcalde de Mugeres [sic].81 Yachacxi and
Yu~nan’s marriage took place merely a few months before the assassination. The oral
histories around the assassination show that Yachacxi was one of the two young men
beaten nearly to death by Quintana.

The circumstances surrounding Quintana’s assassination suggest the priest’s
cruelties involved some degree of sexual abuse. All accounts claim that the
assassins mutilated Quintana’s genitalia, though the various reports disagree
about the exact nature of this disfigurement.82 Genital mutilation and castra-
tion were not a widespread Indigenous practice in the region, so the use of this
very particular type of violence suggests some degree of retribution. Rumors
that persisted into the 1840s claim that Quintana’s murder was a case of re-
venge for Quintana’s rape of a young woman, the partner of one of the assas-
sins—perhaps it was of Yu~nan herself, although historical records remain silent
about the particulars.83

79 This topic is an area in need of more study with regards to colonial California, as it has been
in studies of Latin America. See Margaret Chowning, Rebellious Nuns: The Troubled History of a
Mexican Convent, 1752–1863 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006); M�onica D�ıaz, Indigenous
Writings from the Convent: Negotiating Ethnic Autonomy in Colonial Mexico (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 2010); Monica D�ıaz, “Native American Women and Religion in the American
Colonies: Textual and Visual Traces of an Imagined Community,” Legacy 28, no. 2 (2011): 205–31.

80 SCZM# 535, 25 July 1812. Yachacxi was previously mentioned at the beginning of this
article.

81 Listed as Alcalde de Mugeres(sic) in the padrino notes in SCZB#s 1440–3 and 1445–6 and in
witness notes for SCZM# 495. He also appears as Alcalde actual de mujeres on witness notes for
SCZM#s 524–32.

82 Asisara provides the following description: “After he had suffocated, they squeezed one of his
compa~neros [testicles] so that there would be no evidence that he had been beaten.” Mora-Torres,
Californio Voices, 85. Franciscan historian Geiger discusses Quintana’s torture “in pudendis [in the
privates].” See Geiger and Ritchie, Franciscan Missionaries in Hispanic California, 206.

83 “Quintana, then a priest of Santa Cruz, forgot one of his vows in the society of a certain
squaw, who, through penitence, or indignation, or vanity, or some other motive, let her husband into
the secret of her conquest. After watching his opportunity, the man at length succeeded in mutilating
the lover in the most brutal manner, leaving him insensible, but was himself dragged to the calabozo
[prison], whence, according to common rumor, he was soon afterwards carried off by the Devil for his
impiety.” George Simpson reported these rumors in his Narrative of a Voyage to California Ports in
1841–1842 (Fairfield, WA: Ye Galleon Press, 1988), 105–6. This account is also addressed and
questioned by Geiger and Ritchie, Franciscan Missionaries in Hispanic California, 205–6.
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Quintana is not the only Mission Santa Cruz padre implicated in sexual abuse.84

Asisara’s stories also tell that Padre Luis Gil y Taboada passed syphilis to Indigenous
women of Mission Santa Cruz during his time there. Syphilis became endemic within
the missions, with many believing that Spanish soldiers had initially introduced it.85

Asisara recalled that Gil y Taboada “was very amorous. He hugged and kissed the
Indian women, and he had contact with them until he had syphilis and skin eruptions
broke out. Finding himself in this situation, he would celebrate mass sitting in his
house. Many times he was unable to celebrate mass standing up because he was
ulcerated.”86

The sexual predation of Gil y Taboada illustrates the coloniality of sexual abuse,
the exercise of power over Indigenous peoples that denied their basic human rights.
Furthermore, his violations intersected with Yu~nan’s story. Yu~nan served as madrina
for multiple children born to one particular couple, Taucha (Vicente Carlos) and
Saeta (Vicenta), who had four children between 1821 and 1824.87 None of the chil-
dren survived longer than two months.88 Saeta died in 1834, but her death record
notes that she died of galico, which the Spanish used to signify syphilis.89 Her children’s
premature deaths were almost certainly a product of this disease, as congenital syphilis
frequently leads to difficulties in childbirth, birth defects, and infant mortality. Gil y
Taboada served as the officiant for Saeta’s baptism, along with that of all four of her

84 Miranda unearthed the Sol�orsano story about Vicenta Guttierez, Indigenous woman at
Mission San Carlos, who identified Padre Antonio Real as her rapist, before his assignment at Mission
Santa Cruz between 1833 and 1844. Miranda, Bad Indians, 22–4.

85 Sandos, Converting California, 111–27. Sandos examined the prevalence of syphilis,
gonorrhea, and other venereal disease in his eighth chapter, concluding that syphilis was “one of the
previously underappreciated factors contributing to the process of precipitous native population
decline.”

86 At the same time as Asisara’s remembrances about Gil y Taboada’s affronts, he claimed that
the priest “came to be greatly loved by all the Indians, especially by the Tulare~nos, whose language he
understood to some extent.” Amador, “Memorias sobre la historia de California,” 99. Bouvier points
out that “his comments rendered virtually invisible the separate female experience of sexual
vulnerability.” Bouvier, Women and the Conquest of California, 135. Newell suggests that Asisara’s
account was in error, since the men loved Gil y Taboada. Newell, Constructing Lives at Mission San
Francisco, 91–2. I strongly disagree, and instead attribute the inconsistency to Asisara’s internalized
patriarchal leanings.

87 Taucha (Vicente, SCZB# 1594) was a Yokuts man from the Cooht village, while Saeta
(Vicenta, SCZB# 1710) was from the neighboring Sagim village. They had four children: Pasquala
(SCZB# 1921), baptized on 18 May 1821; Silveria (SCZB# 2015), baptized on 20 June 1822; Bibiana
(SCZB# 2054), baptized on 3 November 1823; and Octaviana (SCZB# 2084), baptized on 1
November 1824.

88 Pasquala (SCZD# 1446) died on 24 May 1821; Silveria (SCZB# 1486) died on 21 August
1822; Bibiana (SCZD# 1543) died on 13 December 1823; and Octaviana (SCZD# 1584) died on 15
November 1824.

89 SCZD# 1710. Galico was a reference to what the Spanish referred to as the “French disease,”
referencing Gaul, the historical name for France.
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children. Yu~nan and Yachacxi’s connections to the assassination of Quintana point to

a deep level of systemic sexual abuse, despite the larger omission of this traumatic dy-

namic from reports of the assassination.
The cover up of the assassination of Quintana continued for about a year unde-

tected by Spanish officials until, as the oral history tells, a soldier overheard two seams-

tresses gossiping and bickering about the deed. The soldier, who understood enough of

the Awaswas language to suspect that they were discussing foul play in regards to

Quintana, alerted the authorities, who rounded up fifteen men and marched them to

San Francisco for trial. In Asisara’s oral history, a handwritten annotation on the type-

script identifies Humiliana and Shomam (Maria Tata) as the two women who revealed

the assassination plot.90 In the original transcription, Humiliana and Shomam were

identified only in conjunction with their husbands, as “muger de Lino” and “muger del

cosinero [the cook],” similar to the way Asisara identified Yaquenonsat only as “la

muger de Jul�ıan.”91 The inscription of the names Emiliana and Maria Tata (which we

know from the chancery records to be Humiliana and Shomam) appears to have been

an afterthought, as if the interviewer had asked Asisara to clarify their names.
Asisara told the story as a product of jealous bickering between the two women

over the material wealth gained by the conspirators, but given a more nuanced under-

standing of women’s leadership within this community and Asisara’s participation in

the erasure of Indigenous women, there is reason to question what exactly the soldier

overheard. To what extent is this erasure or trivialization of women’s roles a reflection

of Spanish patriarchal gendered expectations, internalized and reproduced by Asisara?

Instead, the women’s discussion of the assassination and the ways in which this event

impacted internal dynamics and power within the community suggests that their con-

versation was larger than mere gossip and jealous bickering.92

Given the failure of the Spanish authorities to arrest any female conspirators,

Yaquenonsat and Yu~nan continued to play important roles in the Mission Santa Cruz

community. Ironically, the inability of Spanish authorities to conceive of women play-

ing crucial roles in the assassination may have allowed the two women to remain

undetected and, as a result, to survive the inquiry, investigation, and subsequent

90 Jos�e Eusebio Galindo, “Apuntes para la historia de California,” Santa Clara, 1877, 64, BANC
MSS C-D 87, BL. This story is told in two separate accounts, one by former soldier Galindo, and the
other by Asisara. The latter gives more detail and names the women. See Amador, “Memorias sobre
la historia de California,” 60. Shomam (Maria Tata, SCZB#689) and Humiliana (SCZB# 235) are
both Aptos women. Humiliana was the wife of Lino, a young man who was serving as personal
assistant to Quintana and played a key role in hiding the assassination from Spanish authorities.
SCZM# 545. Humiliana served as madrina to Yu~nan’s daughter Juana, exemplifying how godparentage
was a vehicle for building kinship.

91 Amador, “Memorias sobre la historia de California,” 73.

92 The power of “gossip” has effectively been explored in Deborah A. Miranda, “‘They Were
Tough, Those Old Women before Us’: The Power of Gossip in Isabel Meadows’s Narratives,”
Biography 39, no. 3 (2016): 373–401.
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sentencing. Yu~nan continued to serve as madrina for incoming tribal members, while

giving birth to five children with her husband, Yachacxi.93 Yaquenonsat shows up in

the census rolls until her death in 1831.94

Yu~nan’s final time serving as madrina was in 1834, not long after the death of

Yachacxi, who died suddenly in July 1833.95 She continued to lose her children to the

terrible conditions of mission life, burying all but the youngest by the early 1830s.96

Yu~nan is last recorded in the 1836 census, where she is listed as Serafina Pinto, widow

and seamstress, alongside her eight-year-old daughter, here listed as Rafaela Brabo.97

Yu~nan does not have a burial record, so it is unclear if she left the area in the 1830s or

if her death simply went unrecorded. Her daughter shows up in the 1845 census living

with a Yokuts man, Jose Antonio, whom she would eventually marry, and with

Hermenegildo, the godson of Yu~nan.98 Rafaela Maria and Jose Antonio had a son, the

grandson of Yu~nan, Jose Pedro, in 1848.99 Jose Pedro and his family likely survived

into the American era, and it is possible that their descendants are around today.100

The stories of Yaquenonsat and Yu~nan reveal the ways that women held and

retained power within the mission communities, and they also bring up questions

about the larger roles and restrictions that women faced. Both women came from dif-

ferent backgrounds and had different connections with the mission. Yaquenonsat ar-

rived after forty years living in the hinterlands of Spanish colonization, while Yu~nan

grew up within the mission environment. By the early 1800s, both women exercised

influence and power within the Indigenous community. While these two women

93 The five children: Ysabel Josefa Joaquina Francisca on 5 June 1813 (SCZB# 1581); Maria
Quiteria on 16 December 1816 (SCZB# 1641); Juana on 24 June 1819 (SCZB# 1784); Joseph
Prudencio on 28 April 1822 (SCZB# 1997); Rafaela Maria Engracia on 16 April 1828 (SCZB# 2141).

94 SCZD# 1867, 22 December 1831.

95 SCZD# 1911, 8 July 1833. The record indicates that he died “repentina” or suddenly, though
the cause is not noted.

96 Yu~nan and Yachacxi’s children’s burial records are as follows: Maria Quiteria on 14 June
1818 (SCZD# 1332); Juana on 10 October 1822 (SCZD# 1489); Joseph Prudencio on 28 August 1823
(SCZD# 1531); Ysabel Josefa Joaquina Francisca on 15 October 1831 (SCZD# 1857).

97 The 1836 census is held in the Libro de Padrones, archive of the Monterey Diocese. Her
husband was buried on 8 July 1833, SCZD# 1911. Her designation as a seamstress stands alone, the
only Indigenous woman in this census recorded with a specific career.

98 1845 census is published in Robert H. Jackson, “The Villa de Branciforte Census,”
Antepasados 4 (1980–81), 45–57. Rafaela Maria married Jose Antonio on 28 April 1846 (SCZM#
870).

99 Jose Pedro was baptized on 15 May 1848 (SCZB# 2794).

100 US Census takers did not do a good job of documenting Indigenous families in the latter half
of the nineteenth century. For example, in a newspaper article, John J. Boyle of Watsonville,
enumerator of the 1860 census, claimed that “before I finished my count, I received instructions that
Indians who are not taxed should not be enumerated. Consequently, there were a greater number of
Indians I could not enumerate.” “First Federal Census Gave Us Six Hundred,” Santa Cruz (CA)
Evening News, 25 March 1930.
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found ways to exercise power and authority within the mission community, what do
their experiences teach us about other women who were not able to do so? As we have
seen in these stories, Spanish Franciscan patriarchal society imposed gendered expect-
ations that stifled existing opportunities and social standing for Indigenous women,
and yet these two women found ways to subvert these impositions and maintain power
and influence. While the archives, which are primarily dominated by Spanish,
Mexican, and American accounts, perspectives, and records, participate in the erasure
of women and their power, the relational methodology that I have used here to trace
patterns of kinship, movement, and relationships can further illuminate other stories
of Indigenous Californian individuals and families. We know that women such as
Yaquenonsat, Toypurina, and others have played key roles in various rebellions and
movements of resistance, and perhaps we can reveal larger patterns of women’s resis-
tance throughout colonial California. By tracing the subtle stories of individuals and
families living in these mission communities, we can locate histories of resistance that
have previously been relegated to abstraction or invisibility.
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